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STATE
OF

The market is on the 
up: prime new-builds 
to the rescue. That’s the 
story estate agents are 
spinning as we head into 
Q4 of 2018. However, 
we’re advising our 
clients to tread carefully.

After sustaining blows from Brexit 
and stamp duty reforms, the 
prime market is still a long way 
off the peaks it enjoyed in 2014. 
Transactions are picking up, but this 
easing of muted supply is largely 
down to the increase in availability 
of prime new-build stock. And 
although there are certainly prudent 
new-build investments to be made, 
informed judgment is crucial.

To cut through the quagmire 
of agent spin and media 
sensationalism, we’re pleased to 
bring you the first ever Prime 
Watch Analysis by Sterling Private 
Office. In our first edition, we’ll be 
taking a close look at the risks and 
rewards prime new-builds have to 
offer potential investors.
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THE MARKET
SHOWS

RESILIENCE 
Compared to their  
peak in 2014, transaction 
levels in the Prime 
Central London market 
remain down by 15%1. 
However, there are 
signs of resilience – 
particularly in the upper 
echelons, where higher 
value market segments 
appear to have adjusted 
to the increases in stamp 
duty faster than others.

Prime Central London 
Sales volumes of second-hand 
stock in London’s highest value 
boroughs are rising.

Combined sales from Kensington 
& Chelsea and Westminster:

1 Savills | Briefing Note: Prime London Supply | August 2018
2 Knight Frank | Residential Research | Prime London Sales Index | August 2018  
3 Knight Frank | Residential Research | Prime London Sales Index | August 2018  
4 HM Land Registry | Transaction Data | 2018
5 Savills | Market in Minutes | Prime Country Residential | July 2018 

• Properties worth £2m+ 
Sales volume up 9% YoY2

• Properties worth £1m+  
Sales volume up 4% YoY3

• Properties worth £1m+ 
Sales volume up 10% YoY4

• New-builds in the outer 
suburbs worth £2m+ value 
down 16.8% since 20145

Prime Country
Transaction levels are picking 
up, but the value of new builds 
in markets such as Elmbridge 
reveal ongoing fragility:

£1m+
£2m+
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Although the stranglehold 
on second-hand stock is 
easing, the major increase 
in supply has been driven 
by the unprecedented run 
of prime development 
between 2014 and 2016.
With an average build time of  
3.5 years, these new units are 
now flooding the market. By April 
this year, new-build properties 
accounted for 18% of all prime 
sales in the previous 12 months – 
up from 10% in 2014, when the 
market was at its peak. 

6 Savills | Briefing Note: Prime London Supply | August 2018
7 Savills | Briefing Note: Prime London Supply | August 2018
8 Savills | Briefing Note: Prime London Supply | August 2018
9 Molior | Savills | 2018

Booming New - 
Build Supply

≈ 18,500 
prime new-build 
completions since 20147

units currently 
under construction8

≈ 17,000 

average build period9
≈ 3.5 years 

PRIME NEW-BUILDS
ARE FILLING

THE STOCK GAP
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CAVEAT
EMPTOR

Agents have been  
keen to point to the 
increase in transaction 
levels as evidence of 
a market on the up. 
However, we would 
remind our clients 
that agents’ interests 
lie with developers, 
not buyers. While 
their primary insight 
is useful, it should be 
viewed in context. 
For example, we know a large 
proportion of new-build sales 
come from bulk buyers, who will 
have no-doubt negotiated hefty 
discounts on sale price – typically 
between 10-15% and in some 
cases as much as 20-30%. 

With a ballooning supply pipeline and 
trickling sales, concerns of oversupply 
in the capital’s luxury market are 
justified. Indeed, with saturation 
threatening to soften prices, developer 
interest in new prime projects has 
started to dry up. This downturn  
in investment would, of course, only 
be compounded by an additional  
levy on foreign buyers – such as  
that proposed by Theresa May at  
the Conservative Party Conference.

Concerns of 
Oversupply 

units built to units sold11

2:1

≈ 40%
of new-build sales10

Bulk buyers

New-build starts 
in inner London

YoY12 25%

Nightmare on  
Nine Elm St
A prime example came earlier 
this year when – following a 
glut of development completions 
along the Nine Elms stretch – 
available rental listings soared 
by 28%. As a result, rental prices 
across SW11 and SW8 started 
to slide, with the averaging 
asking price falling by 6%.

10 Molior | Financial Times | 2018 
11 Savills | Briefing Note: Prime London Supply | August 2018
12 EG | LOREMA report | 2018 
13 LCP | Financial Times Adviser | 2018

These kinds of 
purchases mask the 
declining demand from 
individual buyers and 
help agents manipulate 
market sentiment 
to artificially inflate 
asking prices. 
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7 Source: Land Registry Data, Sales recorded in 2017

LINEBOTTOM

City Fringe
1,700

Southbank
1,300

Elephant & Castle
1,500

Victoria &  
Westminster
1,200

Battersea, Nine  
Elms & Vauxhall
5,600

Paddington
1,000

White City
1,600

Earl's Court 
& Chelsea
2,500

South West 
Waterfront
960

Prime property remains 
one of the most robust 
vehicles available to 
investors. 
However, in the vast majority of 
cases, experience shows us that 
second-hand prime properties make 
better investments than new-builds. 
Firstly, new-builds are typically more 
expensive to acquire than comparable 
second-hand stock in the same area. 

Like a new car, their value declines 
as soon as a key is turned in the lock. 
Secondly, new-builds are often built in less salubrious areas, 
which caps their capital appreciation. And thirdly, they’re 
normally constructed in areas of high saturation. So if you pay 
top dollar for something new and shiny, you had best make 
sure something newer and shinier isn’t just around the corner…

Between now and 2022, 70% of new-builds valued at 
or above £1,000/SqFt will be delivered in these 10 zones.

THE

Canary  
Wharf
6,900
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BEST PICKS
OUR

Battersea  
Power Station
The £9bn regeneration of 
Battersea Power Station 
included some 5,000 homes, 
shops, and restaurants. 
However, the jewel in the crown 
is to own a unit in the Grade 
II listed turbine hall which will 
have only 254 residential units.

Chiltern Place
Rare high-rise real estate 
in Marylebone. Chiltern 
Place properties are the only 
residential units in highly 
sought-after Marylebone that 
command such unbroken views 
of the London skyline and the 
leafy residential area below. 

While we would advise 
buyers to exercise 
caution, there are still 
savvy investments to be 
made in the prime new-
build market. The key is 
to find something unique, 
that won’t become part 
of a homogeneous mass. 
Here are a few examples 
of standout new-build 
properties we’ve advised 
clients on:
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Regent's Crescent
Linking the West End and 
Regent’s Park, the John Nash 
Regency Crescent is now being 
converted back to residential 
use. This scheme will provide 
the only Grade I listed new 
development in central London.

Dawn Hill  

Beautifully landscaped, this 
south-facing, three-acre plot 
was redeveloped to provide one 
of the few properties on the 
Wentworth Estate with a lateral 
layout. As such, it fetched an 
above average £22m sale price in 
2017. It’s an excellent example 
of how nuanced the distinction 
can be between best in class and 
second rate – even where supply 
is tightly constrained.
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WINNERS
Opportunists 
New-build properties will often 
become available at below market 
rate. Usually, this is courtesy of 
investors who failed to plan for 
worsening market conditions 
looking to offload quickly to avoid 
falling into negative equity.

Portfolio purchasers
Under stamp duty reforms, those 
who purchase six or more units will 
be able to net a saving of as much 
as 10% in their stamp duty liability. 
That’s on top of any discounted 
sale price they’re able to win as a 
bulk-buyer. Not to mention the 
effective discount of up to 30% 
foreign buyers can achieve through 
smart currency plays; capitalising 
on a weakened pound.

As always, the market 
holds a potent mixture 
of risk and reward. 
Those in the know will 
find prudent investment 
opportunities. Those 
who are ill-informed 
may well come unstuck. 

Wave riders
Those who snap up quality second-
hand stock in areas of heavy prime 
development could see an uplift in 
the value of their property. Even if 
the new-build stock itself is over-
valued. A good example is Prince of 
Wales Drive in Battersea, which has 
seen significant uplift following the 
regeneration surrounding Battersea 
Power Station and the resulting 
improvements to local infrastructure. 

Prime tenants
With oversupply in the sales market, 
many would-be vendors are becoming 
reluctant landlords. Consequently, 
tenants are spoilt for choice in heavily 
saturated new-build zones such as 
Nine Elms – so they can negotiate 
hard when it comes to rental prices. 

WINNERS
LOSERS&
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Non-completes
Buyers who find themselves  
unable to secure the mortgage they 
require to complete may be forced 
to sell at a loss or have to hand 
the property back to the developer, 
losing their deposit (and any stage 
payments) in the process.

BTL investors
Buy-to-let landlords who invest 
in ‘new and shiny’ may find it 
difficult to protect rental value 
when there is little to differentiate 
their property from the mass of 
identical units surrounding it.

Troublesome teens
Particularly common in the 
country: those who bought ‘new 
and shiny’ 10-15 years ago may 
well find their property has now 
lost its sparkle, making it difficult 
to sell at a good price without 
significant work to update it.

LOSERS
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STERLING
ADVICE

Walk the area 
London is a fantastic city to  
invest in. But it’s compact by 
nature. That means it’s essential 
buyers know what’s really around 
the corner. Everything is ‘just 2-3 
miles from Harrods’ – so don’t buy 
into what developers and agents 
put in their packs. 

Research future plans 
It’s essential to know what else is 
planned for the area. We’ve seen 
unfortunate cases where buyers 
have invested in properties with 
fantastic views, only to find the 
vista blighted by the development 
of a new tower block.

Look into the developer 
Always buy from reputable 
developers. Look into who they 
are, go and see what else they’ve 
done, and sound out existing clients 
if possible. Particularly if you’re 
buying off-plan. And beware of 
any developers offering £0 stamp 
duty, free Aston Martins, or any 
other luxury gifts. If they’re offering 
incentives, there’s a reason.

Check the  
scheme details 
Exclusively buy from schemes 
where the contract can only be 
reassigned once. If contracts can 
be continually reassigned, it leads 
to oversupply and threatens the 
value of your asset.

Look under  
the bonnet 
Don’t be seduced by ultra-
fashionable décor. Look for classic 
contemporary finishes that won’t 
date quickly. And take a good 
look under the skin to inspect the 
quality of all build materials used. 
A nice worktop is no substitute 
for poor quality units.

Negotiate.  
Negotiate. Negotiate. 
Always negotiate. By taking a 
firm, educated, and well-reasoned 
position, we’ve saved clients as 
much as 30% on scheme prices, 
and up to £9m on individual 
properties. That’s a lot of  
Aston Martins.
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STERLING
PRIVATE OFFICE: 

The Premier in Prime

Jonathan 
Mount

Sam 
McArdle

Rachel 
Thompson

Nick 
Mead

Jonathan, Sam, Rachel, and Nick 
worked together in the acquisition 
arm of Knight Frank for the best 
part of 10 years before conceiving 
of Sterling Private Office: a full-
service advisory firm offering first-
rate representation to those invested 
in the UK prime property market. 
With 50 years’ combined experience 
across UK prime residential 
property markets, the team offer a 
truly bespoke and specialist service 
ranging from acquisitions and 
development consultancy to fully 
managed sales and lettings.

info@sterlingprivate.com

www.sterlingprivateoffice.com
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